CommissioningGroup (# Draft 00-00-00)

Commission Contract

WITH THIS CONTRACT, we (COMMISSIONING GROUP) commission Bradley Nelson (COMPOSER) for the music
described below;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MUSIC
Title:
Voicing/Instrumentation:
Approximate Duration:
Dedication:
Text Source (if vocal):
Melody Source (if arrangement):
Completion Date:
Premiere Performance Date:
(The COMMISSIONING GROUP holds rights to the premiere performance if given on the date above)

COMMISSION FEE AND COSTS
9. The COMMISSIONING GROUP shall pay the COMPOSER the sum of $_______ (dollars) as a commission fee. Half
of this amount is payable with the return of this contract, and the remaining half is due upon delivery of the musical score.
10. In addition to the commission fee, the following costs apply to the engraving of the score and instrumental parts (if any),
payable upon delivery of the score:
A. Full Score (Choral): $3-4/ per measure
B. Instrumental Parts: $.15/ per measure - (multiply again by the number of parts and add to the cost of the full score)
11. Performance scores and instrumental parts shall be available from the COMPOSER at their retail price.
12. Travel expenses shall be paid by the COMMISSIONING GROUP if they wish for the COMPOSER’S assistance in
preparation of the work and/or attendance at the premiere.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
13. The premiere performance shall be recorded and a copy given to the COMPOSER.
14. The COMPOSER shall retain all rights including copyright, publication, performance, and recording of this music.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their names and dates below:
Signature of agent for the COMMISSIONING GROUP

Signature of the COMPOSER

____________________________________ Date:__________
[ ?name? ]
[ ?phone? ]

________________________________ Date:__________
Bradley Nelson
(619) 463-5316

Please indicate your acceptance of these terms by signing and dating both copies of this COMMISSION CONTRACT, then
return one copy and half of the COMMISSION FEE to:
Bradley Nelson
Gladde Music Publications
1321 Pillsbury Lane
El Cajon, California 92020

Website: www.GladdeMusic.com
Email: bradnelson@gladdemusic.com
Phone: (619) 463-5316
Fax: (619) 463-6272

